Global Health Experiential Learning: Outline for Final Paper

Requirements: A typed word document, double-spaced, font size 12, 6-8 pages including at least 10 references. Preferred citation style is APA. Submit paper with cover page (not included in page count) with your full name, UGA student ID and title of your work.

Final papers will be submitted to both the faculty of record for the course and to the Global Health Institute Undergraduate Program Coordinator (Paula Davis-Olwell paula.davisolwell@uga.edu).

- Upload a copy of your final paper to the link found at publichealth.uga.edu/degree/undergraduate-certificate-in-global-health/
- Due Date: Reading Day (before final exams begin)

I. Executive Summary
   - Briefly describe your internship or mentored research experience: This should include a description of the global health agency or global health research project, what it does, and the population(s) they serve.
   - Your responsibilities, skills learned, brief project description, and your expectations and goals

II. Academic Application
   - A brief literature review of at least one of the global public health issues addressed by the agency, the magnitude (who and numbers affected) and the impact (death and disability) of the problem globally.
   - Describe academic principles or concepts in Global Health that you used in this work/ project.
   - Describe how your project contributed or related to the work of the agency or the research project.

III. Significant Learning Experience/Outcomes
   - Explain in detail what experience(s) you viewed as most significant and why. Describe how you achieved the learning objectives and competencies proposed for this project.
   - For Internship: A synopsis of one of the agency’s global health programs including the specific interventions that have been carried out, the scope, and any documented/reported success.
   - For Research Project: A summary of the results of the research design and analysis that you worked on including any impact of the specific intervention that have been carried out, the scope, and any documented/ reported success.

IV. Conclusions
   - Conclude by reporting a concise descriptive summary of lessons learned and how you could apply those lessons in your future work and/or in the improvement of global health.